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Avoid direct skin contact with liquid components and dust from sanding StyroSpray 1000™ to prevent a possible allergic 
skin reactions. Wet sand cured StyroSpray 1000™ to reduce airborne dust particles and always wear proper cartridge 
respirators. Only spray StyroSpray 1000™ with auxiliary supplied air in a properly configured spray booth. 
 

Maximum working temperature of cured coating:  
 

Do not spray or use StyroSpray 1000™ in direct sunlight when atmospheric temperature is 90˚F or higher to prevent 
unwanted bubbling and blistering. 
 

StyroSpray 1000™ should not be used in applications where surface temperature will exceed 180°F or fall below -20°F.  
 

Once StyroSpray 1000™ has completed cured (7-10 days @ 72˚F) it can be placed outdoors in direct sunlight and high 
temperatures with no problems. 

 

StyroSpray 1000™ can be applied by brush, foam roller, or sprayed hopper spray gun (see recommended spraying equipment 
below).    
 

Please see videos on our web site which demonstrates Hopper spray gun use and clean up. 
 

The hand held hopper gun (drywall gun) is recommended as a simple low cost alternative for spray applications which 
produces good results. Hopper guns and replacement parts can be purchased directly from Industrial Polymers by calling 
800-766-3832. This type of spraying equipment is easy to operate and delivers an accurate and controlled spray pattern. For 
most applications the hand held hopper spray gun is recommended, it is easier to operate and clean up than any other 
spraying equipment. 
 

HVLP type spray guns and old style siphon cup automotive painting spray guns are not recommend. They are generally 
designed to spray lower viscosity automotive paints and deliver very thin coats and inconsistent spray pattern when used 
with StyroSpray 1000™. These guns do not have large enough spray tips and needles to spray the StyroSpray 1000™ product. 
 

For Pressure Pot or Pressure Fed Spray Guns, the fluid tip and paint needle size must be 1.4 mm or greater.  
With the Binks 2001 spray gun we recommend using the largest available spray tip size 68 (2.8 mm) for best results.  
Use the largest tip and needle size available for your spray gun up to 2.8 mm. 
 

*BEFORE USING STYROSPRAY 1000™* 
 

Small amounts of water in your hose flush solvent will cause the StyroSpray 1000™ to begin rapidly curing inside your spray 
hoses and pumps. Before you load StyroSpray into your spraying painting equipment for the first time you should flush the 
pump and spray hose with D-limonene or Toluene to remove moisture from your equipment. If your paint sprayer has been 
used to apply water base paints in the past, it will contain traces of the old paint and a great deal of moisture. You must flush 
with solvent to remove water from the pump and hose. Any trace amounts of water will cause the StyroSpray to quickly cure 
and harden inside your spray painting equipment. 
 

In humid wet environments liquid water will accumulate in your air compressor and air hoses. Even though StyroSpray is 
formulated to utilize moisture in the environment for curing we cannot have water droplets spraying out of the air cap of 
your spray gun Water droplets coming from your air hose can cause dents and surface irregularities in the StyroSpray. To 
eliminate this potential problem it may be necessary to install a device on your air compressor or air hose which removes 
or limits moisture from accumulating in your air hose.  We need moisture from the air to rapidly cure the StyroSpray 
coating, but we don’t want to see pit holes in the StyroSpray coating surface because your air hose is spitting water 
droplets through your spray gun. 
 

**RESPIRATORY PROTECTION EQUIPMENT** 
To spray apply any type of urethane coating or paint finish a supplied air respirator must be worn.  
 

This type of safety equipment provides superior protection because it does not depend on replacement cartridge filters in 
the mask. A complete supplied air respirator system can be purchased for as little as $800.00 USD (Envirosafety Products 
800-637-6606, www.envirosafetyproducts.com). This equipment will quickly pay for its self in what you save by not buying 
replacement cartridge filters. It covers and protects the entire face where a cartridge filter mask doesn’t. We recommend 
you use a supplied air type respirator for all types of spray painting or coating applications. It meets or exceeds OSHA 
requirements, provides superior health protection and saves you money in the long run. 
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EPS foam varies greatly depending on density, residual water content and bead size; it is recommended that foam surfaces 
be sealed with StyroPrime before applying StyroSpray 1000™ for best results.   
 

Please see video on our web site which demonstrates sealing foam with optional StyroPrime sealer before applying 
StyroSpray hard coating.  
 

StyroPrime is a flexible water base acrylic sealer manufactured by Industrial Polymers for sealing the surface of EPS foam. 
The StyroPrime seals the base surface and prevents unwanted air bubbles from floating from the carved foam surface as the 
hard coating is applied. The sealer also allows the StyroSpray 1000™ to easily flow across the surface and enhances 
smoothness of the final cured surface. Standard latex water base house paints or other rigid clay filled paints are not 
recommended as primer/sealers over EPS foam. Rigid sealers do not allow for thermal movement and flexing of foam surface, 
they may cause de-lamination or pealing of the hard coat surface. StyroPrime sealer dries to a rubber consistency and will 
not crack off the foam surface like ordinary house paints. 
StyroPrime surface sealer should be applied with a brush or soft foam roller to insure that the EPS foam surface is completely 
sealed.  
 

Allow StyroPrime to dry over night before applying StyroSpray 1000™ hard coating.  
 

Normally only one coat of StyroPrime is needed. Recommended coverage rate for one gallon of StyroPrime surface sealer is 
150 sq. ft. @ 7 dry mils thickness (1 mil is equal to 1/1000 of an inch thickness).  
 

StyroPrime is a nonflammable, flexible latex sealer; it is 60% solids, 40% water by volume. 

Please see videos on our web site which demonstrates StyroSpray 1000™ mixing and application procedure. 
 

All foam surfaces should be clean, free of dirt and any visible moisture throughout the entire application process.  
This product should never be applied over wet foam surfaces, even though StyroSpray needs moisture in the air for curing.   
 

The liquid A and B components should be at a temperature of 70°F to 90°F before we begin the mixing and spray application 
process. The temperature of your work area can be 60°F to 100°F. If the StyroSpray liquid components are too cold they will 
not spray smoothly, low temperature makes the coating become thicker and spatter or become stringy as it comes out of 
the spray gun. High temperatures will make the coating appear thinner and it will cure more quickly. Recommended relative 
humidity of the working environment to insure complete rapid curing is 30% to 100%.  
 

Gloves, eye protection and air respirator must be worn during spray application (see Industrial Polymers, Inc. material safety 
data sheets for more specific safety information).  
 

StyroSpray is a moisture cured coating; it must have enough moisture in the air to cure quickly. If the relative humidity is 
below 35% you may be able to wet the floor or run a humidifier to increase humidity in the work area and speed curing.   
 

Remove the lid of the component B container and stir thoroughly using a flat hand held spatula (for mixing smaller one gallon 
containers or less) or an electric drill with jiffy mixer attachment (for mixing larger batches). Jiffy mixers are available in 2 
sizes from Industrial Polymers, Inc. Keep the electric drill mixer head positioned low in the 5 gallon bucket running at medium 
speed for best results.  
 

Component A does not require pre-mixing before you use it.  
 

B component must be mixed each time you open the storage container because it quickly settles out.  
 

Measure out equal portions of component A and component B by volume into separate containers. Pour both components 
together into a clean mixing container and thoroughly mix using a flat spatula (for small quantities) or electric drill with jiffy 
mixer attachment, take care to scrape insides of mixing container with the flat spatula to insure there is no unmixed product 
around the inside of the mixing bucket (do not use square or round rod for hand mixing, a flat mixing spatula is required). 
Mix for about 1-2 minute then pour into the spray gun reservoir.  The mixed StyroSpray 1000™ will not cure in the spray gun, 
only when it is sprayed onto the foam surface does it begin to rapidly cure.  

It becomes dry to touch in about 20 to 30 minute depending on relative humidity and temperature of environment. 
Additional coats can be applied as soon as the base coat is firm. It is possible to achieve very high thickness with multiple 
coats applied the same day. The coated surface should be allowed to cure overnight before paint finishing.   
 

Section cont. on page 4 
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Section cont. from page 3 

Unused material can be sealed in an air tight container and saved for application another day. Mixed StyroSpray 1000™ will 
not cure for 3 days if kept in a closed storage container. Without air it cures very slowly, this gives the applicator the option 
of continuing the spray application the following day.   
 

To achieve the best quality smooth finish over EPS foam you will need to apply StyroSpray in several coats.   
The first spray coat should not be applied too heavy; for best results gradually build thickness one coat at a time to avoid 
runs. If you find you are having drips and sags as the coating is being applied, you are applying too heavy.   
StyroSpray cures rapidly once it is applied onto your foam; you will only need to wait about 40 minutes between coats after 
spraying at temperatures above 72°F and relative humidity of 30% or greater. 
 

Recommended coverage rate for one gallon of StyroSpray 1000™ is 50 to 60 sq. ft. @ 32 to 27 dry mils thickness (1 mil is 
equal to 1/1000 of an inch thickness).   

StyroSpray is formulated to be cleaned from hand tools and flushed from spraying equipment with a nonhazardous, 
biodegradable cleaner named D-limonene. D-limonene is a combination of orange and lemon peel oil, a byproduct from the 
commercial manufacture of orange juice.  
 

Toluene or Xylene or Xylol solvents (from Home Depot or Lowe’s) may also be used for clean-up of equipment if D-limonene 
is not available in your area. 
 

Most solvents like M.E.K, acetone, mineral spirits and alcohol contain trace amounts of water. Generic paint thinners or paint 
reducers are usually made from some combination of M.E.K, acetone, mineral spirits and alcohols (check the shipping 
container label for a list of ingredients). You should only use D-limonene or Toluene solvent to flush pumps and spray hoses.   

*STORAGE* 
StyroSpray 1000™ liquids should be stored in the original, unopened containers in temperature between 70°F and 90°F (24°C 
and 29°C). Select a work area that is free from visible water and moisture and capable of maintaining a temperature range 
of 70°F to 90°F. 
 

Shelf life of materials when kept in unopened sealed containers, at the recommended storage temperature is six months. 
Containers should not be opened until ready for immediate use. 
 

*DISPOSAL* 
Mix  Part A  1 Part to Part B 1 Part by volume then add about 10% water and mix with electric drill and Jiffy mixer allow to 
stand overnight outdoors. This mixture will solidify into a rigid foam which can be disposed of as nonhazardous solid waste.

Typical properties of StyroSpray 1000™ cured at ambient temperatures are shown below: 

Tensile Strength ASTM D-412 2122 psi 
Tear Strength ASTM D-624, Die C 275 lbs./in. 

Elongation ASTM D-412 14% 

Hardness  65 Shore D 

Moisture Transmission ASTM E 96 @ 23˚C 2.45 Perms 

Coverage at 30 mil thickness per gallon 53.47 sq. ft. 
StyroSpray 1000™ is not Fire Rated/Tested  

 
 

StyroSpray 1000™ can be painted over but all paints are not created equal; the composition of paints will vary by geographic 
regions.  A paint manufactured in Canada will have a different formulation than a paint finish produced for use in Texas or 
Florida.  Always test your paint finish over our product to know if it will bond properly or not on a cured piece of StyroSpray 
1000™. In our laboratory tests we have found both solvent and water based paint finishes bond to StyroSpray 1000™. Every 
type and brand of paint will provide different bonding character.  

 
Section cont. on page 5 
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Section cont. from page 4 
Some sign paint manufacturers require the use of a plastic surface primer before application of their paint system.  
Please test the adhesion of whatever paint finish you plan to use. If adequate surface bonding is not achieved, we recommend 
you rough the surface by scotch bright or light sanding to create surface profile and enhance bonding strength. If sanding 
does not achieve adequate bonding strength, consider using a different paint finish or a plastic surface primer similar to 
those used for painting the flexible plastic bumper covers on most automobiles.  
 

Many paint manufacturers now offer surface primers for painting over plastic surfaces. 
 

StyroSpray can be colored (Industrial Polymers, Inc. offers a variety of color choices). Typically only light or pastel colors can 
be achieved. StyroSpray contains some light colored ingredients which causes color pigment additives to produce light or 
pastel colors. You cannot add enough color pigment to achieve darker colors.  
**ADD NO MORE THAN 2% PIGMENT TO THE B-SIDE BY VOLUME.** 
 

For best results StyroSpray should be top coated with a water or solvent base paint to achieve color and protect from long 
term UV exposure. 

*EPS FOAM (all densities)* 
*Foam must be dry. 
*(Optional) Apply a coat of StyroPrime. Allow 24 hours drying time. 
*Spray, brush or roll on StyroSpray 1000™. Allow at least 40 minutes drying time. 
*Repeat previous steps applying 3-4 coats. 

 

*WOOD* 
*Surface must be dry. 
*Spray, brush or roll on StyroSpray 1000™. Allow at least 40 minutes drying time. 
*Repeat previous steps applying 3-4 coats. 
 

*EXTRUDED EPS FOAM (pink or blue insulation foam)* 
*Foam must be dry. 
*If foam has plastic or metal films or smooth silicone release: remove this by sanding with scotch pad. 
*(Optional) Apply a coat of StyroPrime. Allow 24 hours drying time. 
*Spray, brush or roll on StyroSpray 1000™. Allow at least 40 minutes drying time. 
*Repeat previous steps applying 3-4 coats. 
 

 

*URETHANE FOAM (high density sign foam)* 
*Foam must be dry. 
*(Optional) Apply a coat of StyroPrime. Allow 24 hours drying time. 
*Spray, brush or roll on StyroSpray 1000™. Allow at least 40 minutes drying time. 
*Repeat previous steps applying 3-4 coats. 
NOTE: WORKS BEST ON 2-5 POUND DENSITY FOAM. 

 

*PAPER MACHE* 
*Paper must be dry. 
*Apply to a test area to confirm low moisture content.  
*If bubbling occurs apply a coat of StyroPrime. Allow 24 hours drying time. 
*Spray, brush or roll on StyroSpray 1000™. Allow at least 40 minutes drying time. 
*Repeat previous steps applying 3-4 coats. 

 

*FABRIC* 
*Fabric must be dry. 
*Stretch fabric over a wire or wooden frame. 
*Spray, brush or roll on StyroSpray 1000™. Allow at least 40 minutes drying time. 
*Repeat previous steps applying 3-4 coats. 
NOTE: WORKS BEST ON LOW COST COTTON AND POLYESTER BLEND FABRICS. 
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PROBLEM CAUSE REPAIR AND/OR 
SOLUTION 

FUTURE PREVENTION 

Damaged cans due to 
shipping. 

Mishandling during 
shipping. 

Refuse damaged materials at 
the time of delivery and 
contact Industrial Polymers at 
time of delivery. (Report all 
claims within 7 days) 

N/A 

Unused Material Mixed more material 
than needed. 

If material will be used within 3 
days, store with lid on tightly. 
When ready to be used, 
remove lid and peel off cured 
skin layer on top of material, 
stir thoroughly and continue to 
use. 

Only mix what will be 
needed for each coat of 
material at one time. 

  If material will not be used 
within 3 days, mix in 
approximately 10% water with 
a Jiffy Mixer and drill. Allow 
material to cure overnight. 
Once fully cured dispose of as a 
non-hazardous material. 

Only mix what will be 
needed for each coat of 
material at one time. 

Slight distortion in foam 
once cured. 

Slight shrinkage of 
StyroSpray 1000™ 
(approximately 2%-3%) 

Apply StyroSpray 1000™ to 
opposite side of surface. 

Attach foam to a surface or 
held in a mechanically 
supported position until 
coating is fully cured or coat 
opposing sides of foam 
during the same application. 

Taking too long to cure Not enough relative 
humidity 

If relative humidity is 30% or 
below, wet the air with a 
humidifier device or wet the 
floor area to increase the 
amount of moisture in the air. 

Apply StyroSpray 1000™ 
(when possible) with a 
relative humidity of 30% or 
higher. 

Curing with small 
bubbles/holes in 
finished product 

Applied while 
temperature is too 
high. 

Apply a final coat of StyroSpray 
1000™ once temperatures are 
below.  

Do not apply in direct 
sunlight when temperature 
is 90˚F or higher. 

StyroSpray 1000™ is too 
thick and sputtering out 
of gun. 

Material is too cold. Warm material to a 
temperature between 80˚F and 
100˚F, by placing containers in 
sink/tub of hot water.  

Bring material to 80˚F and 
100˚F before using. DO NOT 
thin with solvents when 
applying over foam.  

Material was 
contaminated with 
water 

Can be brushed applied onto 
foam but will go on thick and 
will take a little longer to cure 
all the way through. 

Make sure all work areas and 
equipment is dry. 

Coating blisters slowly 
after applying to foam 
surface 

Liquid components 
contaminated with 
water of foam is wet. 

 Make sure all work areas and 
equipment is dry. If using 
StyroPrime, allow to dry 
overnight before applying 
StyroSpray 1000™. 

 
 

 
 

Section cont. on page 7 
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Section cont. from page 6 
Liquid component A 
forms “clumps” in 
container. 

Moisture from air 
reacts with Component 
A and forms solid 
crystals in shipping 
container. 

Destroy Component A.  Purge liquid containers with 
Dry-It (or liquid Nitrogen) 
after use. 

Uneven color or color 
rubs off. 

Incomplete mixing into 
Component B. 

Paint over with compatible 
paint to even out color or apply 
clear top coat for stop color 
rub off. 

Stir Component B before 
mixing with Component A. 

Sticky spots Poor mixing technique 
or wrong mx ratio of 
Components A and B. 

 Mix exactly 1 par Component 
A to 1 part Component B by 
volume before use. 

StyroSpray 1000™ 
surface has wrinkles 
after curing. 

Coating has been 
applied too thick in a 
single application. 

 Apply StyroSpray 1000™ in 
thinner coats, allowing at 
least 30 minutes between 
coats. 

Glue I’m using is eating 
foam before I can apply 
StyroSpray 1000™ 

Glues have solvents 
that will eat foam. 

Mix 3 drops of water per mixed 
ounce of StyroSpray 1000™ to 
create a fast cure (25 minutes) 
adhesive for foam. 

N/A 

I would like to bond 
sand or an aggregate to 
foam surface 

 Mix 3 drops of water per mixed 
ounce of StyroSpray 1000™ to 
create a fast cure (25 minutes) 
adhesive for foam. 

N/A 

 

 
 
 


